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WAGE AND HOUR LAWS

 Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) establishes:

 Federal minimum wage ($7.25).

 Overtime pay.

 Recordkeeping requirements.

 Employment standards for minors.

 Exemptions from minimum wage and overtime.
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WHO DOES THE FLSA  AFFECT?

 Employers in the private sector whose annual sales total $500k 
or more AND employers who are engaged in interstate 
commerce.

 Interstate commerce is construed very broadly.

 Examples of interstate commerce:
 Using the U.S. Postal Service.

 Phone calls out of state.

 Ordering/receiving goods from out of state.

THE EXEMPTIONS

 The following are the exemptions to the FLSA’s overtime 
requirements:
 Executive.

 Administrative.

 Learned Professional.

 Creative Professional.

 Computer Employees.

 Outside Sales Employees.

 Highly Compensated Employees.
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NEW OVERTIME RULE

 March 2014 - President signed directive for the DOL to 
update the regulations.

 July 2015- Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

 May 23, 2016 - Final Rule Issued.

 December 1, 2016 - Final Rule Takes Effect.

CHANGES TO THE OVERTIME

EXEMPTIONS

 270,000 public comments were made on the proposed rule.

 On May 18, 2016, the DOL released an update to the original 
overtime rules.

 The changes are expected to impact 4.3 million salaried 
workers.

 Why the changes?
 The DOL claims that the old rule had outdated salary data.
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CHANGES TO THE OVERTIME

EXEMPTIONS

 Salary Threshold Doubled:
 Currently: $455 a week ($23,660 annually).

 Final Rule: $913 a week ($47,476 annually).

 Salary Threshold for Highly Compensated Employees:
 Currently: $100,000 annually.

 Final Rule: $134,004 annually.

AUTOMATIC SALARY INCREASES

 Every three years.

 First update will be in January 1, 2020.

 Calculated based on 40th percentile of non-hourly, full-time 
employees from South Census Region.
 The South Census Region has the lowest average.

 90th percentile for highly compensated employees.
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COMPARISON OF CURRENT RULE AND

FINAL RULE
Current regulations (2004 until 

effective date of Final Rule, 2016)

Final Rule 

Salary Level $455 weekly $913 weekly 

40th percentile of full-time salaried workers in the lowest-

wage Census region (currently the south)

HCE Total Annual 

Compensation Level 

$100,000 annually $134,004

90th percentile of full-time salaried workers nationally

Automatic Adjusting None Every 3 years, maintaining the standard salary level at the 

40th percentile of full-time salaried workers in the lowest-
wage Census regions, and the HCE total annual 

compensation level at the 90th percentile of full-time 

salaried workers nationally. 
Bonuses No provision to count nondiscretionary 

bonuses and commissions toward the 
standard salary level

Up to 10% of standard salary level can come from non-

discretionary bonuses, incentive payments, and 
commissions, paid at least quarterly. 

Standard Duties Test See WHD Fact Sheet #17A for a 

description of EAP duties 

No change to the standard duties test. 

NOW WHAT?

 Now you know about the salary changes!

 Time to figure out which of your employees are exempt or 
non-exempt.
 1. Check to see if your employee meets the salary requirements for      

exemption.

 2. If the employee DOES meet the exemption, you move to the 
duties test. 
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THE EXECUTIVE EXEMPTION

 For an employee to meet the executive exemption, the 
employee: 
 Has to have a primary duty of company management or 

management of a customarily recognized department or 
subdivision.

 Has to regularly direct the work of two or more other employees.

 Authority to:

 Hire/fire.

 Make effective suggestions/recommendations as to hiring/firing, 
advancement, promotion, or other changes of employee status.

THE EXECUTIVE EXEMPTION

 “Primary Duty” – (50% or more performing exempt work).

 “Management” includes:
 Interviewing, selecting, training employees.

 Setting/adjusting pay and work hours.

 Maintaining production or sales records.

 Evaluating employee performance.

 Employee discipline.

 Budget controls.

 Legal compliance.
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ADMINISTRATIVE EXEMPTION

 To meet the administrative exemption an employee must:
 Primarily perform office or non-manual work directly related to the 

management or general business operations of the employer or the 
employer’s customers.

 Exercise discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of 
significance.

 Management or Business Operations Examples:
 Tax.
 Finance.
 Accounting.
 Auditing.
 Insurance.
 Procurement.
 Advertising/Marketing.

 Discretion and Independent Judgment:
 Evaluates possible courses of conduct regarding matters of significance.

 Final decision maker.

 Implements policies or operating practices.

 Ability to waive or deviate from procedure.

 Ability to negotiate on behalf of the employer.

 Involved in planning or establishing business objectives.

ADMINISTRATIVE EXEMPTION
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LEARNED PROFESSIONAL EXEMPTION

 To meet the administrative exemption an employee must:
 Perform work, that is intellectual in character, requiring advanced 

knowledge in a field of science or learning

 (E.g., law, accounting/actuarial, teaching, engineering, 
biological/chemical sciences, medicine.)

 Generally the knowledge must have been acquired by 
prolonged course of specialized study/instruction
 Beyond high school.

OUTSIDE SALES

 To meet the outside sales exemption an employee must:
 Have a primary duty of making sales, or obtaining orders or 

contracts for which consideration will be paid by the client or 
customer.

 Be customarily and regularly engaged away from the employer’s 
place of business.
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COMPUTER EMPLOYEES

 To meet the computer employee exemption, the employee 
must be employed as a:
 Computer systems analyst.

 Computer programmer.

 Software engineer.

 OR other similarly skilled worker (salary basis or at least $27.63 per 
hour).

 The employee’s primary duties must be:
 Application of systems analysis techniques and procedures.

 Design or development of computer systems or programs.

COMPUTER EMPLOYEES

 Primary Duties Do Not Include:
 Manufacture or repair of computer systems.

 Work which is highly dependent upon, or facilitated by, the use of 
computers or software (drafters, designers).
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CREATIVE PROFESSIONAL

 To meet the computer employee exemption, the employee 
must:
 Perform work requiring invention, imagination, originality or talent 

in a recognized field of artistic or creative endeavor.

 Examples:  actors, musicians, composers, soloists, certain 
painters, writers, cartoonists, essayists, novelists.

HIGHLY COMPENSATED EMPLOYEES

 Highly Compensated Employees:
 Old regulations: HCE’s meet salary threshold for exemption at 

$100,000.

 New regulations: HCE’s meet salary threshold for exemption at 
$134,004.
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HIGHLY COMPENSATED EMPLOYEE

 Employees over a certain compensation level ($134,004).

 Performs office or non-manual work.

 Highly compensated employees customarily and regularly 
perform any of the exempt duties identified in the standard 
tests for executive, administrative, or professional employees.

 Presumption of exempt status.

EMPLOYER ADVICE

 Review current exempt vs. non-exempt classifications to 
determine the best response to the new rule.

 Employers may consider:
 Increasing the salary of employees who meet the duties test to at 

least the new salary level to keep exempt status;

 Changing an employee’s status to non-exempt and pay overtime;

 Reducing or eliminating overtime hours (if an employee works 
overtime they must be paid, but they can be disciplined if the did 
not follow employer policy for gaining approval for overtime 
hours); or

 Paying an employee salary plus overtime.
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 When an employee is salaried plus overtime:
 Their salary cannot be reduced for tardiness, days off, short weeks, 

etc. 

 This strategy may help maintain employee morale while complying 
with the new overtime regulations.

SALARIED NON-EXEMPT
CONSIDERATIONS

 Must be non-discretionary!
 May satisfy up to 10% of the salary level.
 Must be paid on at least a quarterly basis.
 An employer can use “catch up payments” If the employee 

does not earn enough to bring weekly wage up to $913.
 These payments can be made within one pay period of the end of the 

quarter.

 Failure to reach the salary level means that employer will have 
to pay overtime for any week in which employee worked more 
than 40 hours.

BONUSES AND COMMISSION
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EMPLOYER ADVICE

 Collect and maintain accurate hourly data for employees.

 Be careful about work after-hours, travel time, and other 
flexible work schedules.  

 Make a clear policy that all non-exempt employees record all 
hours worked.
 Work that is done after hours MUST be recorded.

 The policy should also disallow off-the-clock work.

NEXT STEPS FOR EMPLOYERS

 Conduct an audit:
 Identify jobs that will be impacted by the change.

 Ask all employees to keep track of their hours.

 Evaluate costs and logistics of potential reclassification options.

 This is a good time to update job descriptions and correct 
classification mistakes.
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MISCLASSIFICATION

 Many employees may be misclassified!

 New rule affords opportunity to reclassify and correct any 
issues.

 Risks of misclassification –
 2 years of wages under FLSA.

 Treble damages.

 Attorneys fees.

 Individual liability for decision-makers.

QUESTIONS?
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THANK YOU!

MARTIN KAPPENMAN
MKAPPENMAN@SEATONLAW.COM 


